This paper presents the vibratory behavior of a spinning composite shaft with curvilinear fibers on rigid bearings in the case of free vibrations. A p-version of finite element is used to define the model. A theoretical study allows the establishment of the kinetic energy and the strain energy of the shaft, necessary to the result of the equations of motion. In this model the transverse shear deformation, rotary inertia and gyroscopic effects have been incorporated. A hierarchical beam finite element with six degrees of freedom per node is developed and employed to find the natural frequencies of a spinning composite shaft with variable stiffness (curvilinear fibers). A computer code is elaborate for calculating the natural-frequencies for various rotating speeds of the composite shafts with curvilinear fibers. In the absence of publications of vibration analysis of rotating composite shafts with curvilinear fibers, the formulation is verified by comparisons with published data on rotating composite shafts reinforced by straight fibers. The influence of the physical, geometrical parameters, the boundary conditions and the curvilinear fiber paths on the first natural frequencies of the spinning composite shafts is studied by plotting various Campbell diagrams.
plitudes often become too high for the structure can withstand. For this, the amplitude of deformation of the shaft must be controlled and its resonance frequencies known to avoid that too much vibration generates a lower return, too much noise, ...; and this vibration can even lead to instability and damage to the system: fatigue fracture, damage to the bearings, rotor/stator friction. The study of the dynamics of rotating machines is more relevant than ever.
The appearance of composite materials has opened new paths for increasing the performance of industrial machines (automotive, aeronautics and space sectors) because of their intrinsic qualities such as lightness (associated with high strength characteristics) and good resistance to corrosion. The field of use of machines has grown through development of new materials, developed using new methods of design and manufacturing.
Various research works (DiNardo and Lagace, 1989; Leissa and Martin, 1990; Hyer and Charette, 1991; Hyer and Lee, 1991; Waldhart, 1996) on composite materials is concluded that it is feasible to improve the mechanical properties of composite structures by changing the fiber orientation angle around areas of high stress concentration. This modification in alignment of the fibers results in a local change of the stiffness which results in an overall change of the rigidity of a composite structure. This variation is the origin of the name of this new construction of composite materials, is the composite materials with variable stiffness (Gürdal and Olmedo, 1992; Olmedo and Gürdal, 1993; Gürdal and Olmedo, 1993; Tatting, 1998; Gürdal et al., 2005) . The development of this new concept of manufacture of composite materials was made possible thanks to the evolution of AFP technology, Automated Fiber Placement process (Marouene, 2015) .
Several examples of research works on the design and optimization of composite materials have demonstrated the potential of the variable-stiffness design to improve the in-plane stiffness Nik et al., 2012) , buckling resistance (Hyer and Lee, 1991; Wu et al., 2013) , strength (Lopes et al., 2008; Khani et al., 2011) , vibration response (Abdalla et al., 2007; Blom et al., 2008; Ribeiro and Akhavan, 2012; Ribeiro et al., 2014; Ribeiro, 2015a-b; Yazdani et Ribeiro, 2015; Venkatachari et al., 2016) and bending properties (Blom et al.,2010; Rouhi et al. ,2015) .
Few studies on the vibratory behavior of beams with curvilinear fibers are presented in literature. Zamani et al. (2011) published an investigation of the possible performance improvements of thin walled composite beams through the use of the variable stiffness concept with curvilinear fiber. In the same axis, Haddadpour and Zamani (2012) presented the aeroelastic design of composite wings.
Because of lack of publications in the case of composite rotor dynamics with curvilinear fibers (variable stiffness), our contribution has come to fill this gap. Mastering vibration behavior of composite rotors with curvilinear fibers requires knowledge of their dynamic characteristics. The prediction of this knowledge is fundamental in the design of future rotating machinery to provide a clear idea of secure band of rotating speeds. In the presented spinning composite shafts with curvilinear fibers, the Timoshenko beam theory will be adopted. It is the purpose of the present work to study vibratory behaviors such as natural frequencies of the spinning shaft by plotting of the Campbell diagrams (variation of the bending frequencies according to the rotating speeds). In this model, the transverse shear deformation, rotary inertia, and gyroscopic effects have been incorporated. To determine the spinning shaft system's responses, the p-version of finite element method with trigono-metric shape functions (Boukhalfa et al., 2008; Boukhalfa, 2014) is used here to approximate the governing equations by a system of ordinary differential equations.
EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Kinetic and Strain Energy Expressions of the Shaft
The shaft is modelled as a Timoshenko beam, i.e., first order shear deformation theory with rotary inertia and gyroscopic effect is used. The shaft rotates at constant speed about its longitudinal axis. Due to the presence of fibers oriented than axially or circumferentially, coupling is made between bending and twisting. The shaft has a uniform, circular cross section.
The following displacement field of a spinning shaft is assumed by choosing the coordinate axis x to coincide with the shaft axis:
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Where U, V and W are the flexural displacements of any point on the cross-section of the shaft in the x, y and z directions. The variables U0, V0 and W0 are the flexural displacements of the shaft's axis while  x and  y are the rotation angles of the cross-section, about the y and z axis respectively. The  is the angular displacement of the cross-section due to the torsion deformation of the shaft (see Figure 1) .
The various components of strain energy come from the shaft (Boukhalfa et al., 2008) :
Where k is the number of the layer, Rn is the nth layer inner radius of the composite shaft and Rn+1 it is the nth layer outer of the composite shaft. L is the length of the composite shaft. ks is the shear correction factor proposed by Dharmarajan and McCutchen (1973) . And Cij' are the effective elastic constants, they are related to lamination angle η and the elastic constants of principal axes of composite lamina (Berthelot, 1996) . sin cos
The kinetic energy of the spinning composite shaft (Boukhalfa et al., 2008) , upon including the effects of translatory and rotary inertia, it can be written as
Where Ω is the rotating speed of the shaft which is assumed constant and n  is the density of the nth layer of the composite shaft. The 
Variable-Stiffness Definitions
As showed in Figure 2 , a typical curvilinear fiber starting from an arbitrary reference point with a fiber orientation angle T0 and moving along the x axis, until the fiber orientation angle reaches a value T1 at a characteristic distance L from the reference point. With linear fiber orientation variation derived and used by Gürdal and Olmedo (1993) , the path definition formulated as 
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In which η denotes the ply-angle measured from the positive -axis toward the positive xcoordinate in Figure 2 . Using this definition, the vector of design variables is | Where T0 and T1 are the fiber orientation angle at the root and tip cross sections which can have values between 0° and 180°. So the two design variables in each layer n are required to determine the variation of the fiber orientation on the surface of the shaft. Therefore the equation (4) becomes as follows:
Hierarchical Beam Element Formulation
The spinning flexible shaft is descretized by one hierarchical beam element with two nodes 1 and 2. The element's nodal degrees of freedom at each node are The vector displacement formed by the variables , , , ,
and can be written as
, ,
And , , , , ,
Where , , , ,
and p  are the numbers of hierarchical terms of displacements (are the numbers of shape functions of displacements). In this work,
The vector of generalized coordinates given by 
The group of the shape functions used in this study (Boukhalfa et al., 2008; Boukhalfa, 2014 
The functions (f1, f2) are those of the finite element method necessary to describe the nodal displacements of the element; whereas the trigonometric functions fr+2 contribute only to the internal field of displacement and do not affect nodal displacements. The most attractive particularity of the trigonometric functions is that they offer great numerical stability. The shaft is modeled by one element called hierarchical finite element with p shape functions.
By modelling of the spinning composite shaft by the p-version of the finite element method and applying the Euler-Lagrange equations, the equations of motion of free vibration of spinning flexible shaft can be obtained.
[M] and [K] are the mass and stiffness matrix, [G] is the gyroscopic matrix. The different matrices of the system of equation are given in Appendix.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this work, we expose the results obtained by our computer code for various applications. Convergence towards the solutions is studied by increasing the numbers of shape functions of displacements. In the absence of data on vibrations of spinning composite shafts with curvilinear fibers, the formulation is verified by comparisons with published data on spinning composite shafts reinforced by straight fibers. A study of the influence of mechanical and geometrical parameters, boundary conditions and the curvilinear fiber paths on the natural frequencies of the spinning composite shafts with variable stiffness. After the convergence study, in all studied examples, we takes p =10.
Convergence
The mechanical properties of boron-epoxy are (Bert and Kim, 1995 ) E11 = 211.0 GPa, E22 = 24.1 GPa, G12 = G23 = 6.9 GPa, ν12 = 0.36, ρ = 1967.0 Kg/m 3 . The shaft has a total length L of 2.47 m. The mean diameter D and the wall thickness e of the shaft are 12.69 cm and 1.321 mm respectively. The shaft has three layers of equal thickness with curvilinear fibers [<15°|30°>,<45°|60°>,<75°|90°>] starting from the inside surface of the hollow shaft. A shear correction factor ks of 0.503 is also used and the rotating speed Ω =0. In this example, the boronepoxy spinning shaft is modeled by one element of length L.
The results of the three bending modes for various boundary conditions of the composite shaft with variable stiffness as a function of the number of hierarchical terms p are shown in Figure 3 . Figure clearly shows that rapid convergence from above to the solutions occurs as the number of hierarchical terms is increased. This shows the exactitude of the method even with one element and a reduced number of the shape functions. It is noticeable in the case of low frequencies, a very small p is needed (p =5 sufficient), whereas in the case of the high frequencies, and in order to have a good convergence, p should be increased.
Validation
In the absence of publications of vibration analysis of spinning composite shafts with curvilinear fibers, this model is validated by calculating the critical speeds of spinning composite shafts with straight fibers.
In the following example already treated in our publication (Boukhalfa et al., 2008) , the critical speeds of composite shaft for different lamination angles η are analysed and compared with those available in the literature to verify the present model. In this example, the composite hollow shaft made of graphite-epoxy laminae, which are considered by Bert and Kim (1995) The shaft is modeled by one element. The shaft is simply-supported at the ends. In this validation, p =10. The results are listed in Table 1 . The results from the present model are compatible to that of continuum based Timoshenko beam theory of Chang et al. (2004) . In this reference, the supports are flexible and the shaft is modeled by 20 finite elements of equal length (h-version of finite element method (FEM)). But in our application the supports are rigid and the shaft is modeled by only one element with two nodes. In this example, is not noticeable the difference between shaft bi-supported on rigid supports or elastic supports because the stiffness of the supports are very large, 1740 GN/m for each support. The rapid convergence while taking only one element and a reduced number of shape functions shows the advantage of the method used. We should stress here that the present model is not only applicable to the thin-walled composite shafts as studied above, but also to the thick-walled shafts as well as to the solid ones. 
Results and Discussions
Influence of Gyroscopic Effect on the Natural Frequencies
In this example, the natural frequencies of a boron-epoxy spinning shaft are analysed. The orientation of fibers in the various layers, the mechanical and geometrical properties are the same as those of the first shaft used in convergence study. The Campbell diagram for the first bending mode of the boron-epoxy spinning shaft for different boundary conditions is shown in Figure 4 . The Campbell diagram for the first three bending modes of the boron-epoxy spinning shaft bi-simply supported (S-S) is shown in Figure 5 . The gyroscopic effect inherent to spinning structures induces a precession motion. The forward modes (F) increase with increasing rotating speed however the backward modes (B) decrease. This effect has a significant influence on the behaviors of the spinning shafts. The numerical results of these figures are given in tables 2 and 3 to show this influence of the gyroscopic effect. 
1B (S-S) 1F (S-S) 1B (C-C) 1F (C-C) 1B (C-S) 1F (C-S)
p ω1 (S-S) ω2 (S-S) ω3 (S-S) ω1 (C-C) ω2 (C-C) ω3 (C-C) ω1 (C-S) ω2 (C-S) ω3 (C-S)
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Rotating speed Ω [rad/s] Frequency ω [Hz]
1B (S-S) 1F (S-S) 2B (S-S) 2F (S-S) 3B (S-S) 3F (S-S)
Influence of the fibers orientations on the natural frequencies
In order to show the effects of the fibers orientations on the natural frequencies, a carbon-epoxy spinning shafts are bi-simply-supported (S-S). The physical properties of material (Singh and Gupta, 1996) are: E11 = 130. GPa, E22 = 10. GPa, G12 = G23 = 7. GPa, ν12 = 0.25, ρ = 1500. Kg/m 3 . The geometric parameters are L =1.0 m, D = 0.1 m, e = 4 mm, single layer with curvilinear fibers [< | >], and ks = 0.503. We fix T0 =15° and we change T1. Figure 6 shows the variation of the bending fundamental frequency ω1 according to the rotating speeds Ω for various curvilinear fibers [<15°| >]. According to these results, the first bending frequencies of the composite shaft decrease when T1 angle increases and vice versa.
Influence of the stacking sequence on the natural frequencies
By considering the same preceding carbon-epoxy spinning shaft but we change the fiber orientations. In order to show the permutation effects of the fibers orientations on the natural frequencies, we consider the following permutations for one and two then for three layers of equal thickness starting from the inside surface of the hollow shaft:
 Figure 7 shows the Campbell diagram for the bending fundamental frequency of the carbonepoxy shaft bi-simply supported (S-S) with variable stiffness for different permutations of fiber orientations.
It is found that the first natural frequencies are almost the same if we permute the angles T0 and T1 in the same layer [<T0| T1>] and [<T1| T0>]. It is found that the first natural frequencies are very close if we permute two adjacent layers:
In order to show the symmetric, anti-symmetric and unsymmetric effects of the fibers orientations on the natural frequencies, we consider the following stackings for three then for four layers of equal thickness starting from the inside surface of the hollow shaft.
 For three layers, we use three fiber orientations <30°|60°>,<45°|60°> Figure 8 shows the Campbell diagram for the bending fundamental frequency ω1 of the carbonepoxy shaft bi-simply supported (S-S) with symmetric, anti-symmetric and unsymmetric stackings for three layers.
It is found that the first natural frequencies of spinning shafts which have anti-symmetric stackings are very close [-
It is found that the first natural frequencies of spinning shafts which have symmetric stackings are a little close [< | >, < | >,< | >] and [< | >, < | >,-< | >].
 Figure 9 shows the Campbell diagram for the bending fundamental frequency ω1 of the carbonepoxy shaft bi-simply supported (S-S) with symmetric, anti-symmetric and unsymmetric stackings for four layers.
It is found that the first natural frequencies of spinning shafts which have anti-symmetric stackings are very close It is found that the first natural frequencies of spinning shafts which have symmetric stackings are a little close [-
It is found that the first natural frequencies of spinning shafts which have unsymmetric stackings are far. It is noted, if ratio L/D increases the first natural frequencies decreases and vice versa. For more details you can see our publication (Boukhalfa and Hadjoui, 2010) .
In Figure 11 , the variation of the bending fundamental frequency ω1 of the carbon-epoxy spinning shaft bi-simply supported as a function of rotating speed Ω (Campbell diagram) for various ratios e/D. It is the same spinning shaft used previously (D =0.1m).
In spite of the change of the e/D ratio, the first natural frequencies are slightly increased. This is due to the deformation of the cross section is negligible, and thus natural frequencies of the thinwalled shaft would approximately independent of thickness ratio e/D. 
CONCLUSIONS
The free vibrations analysis of spinning composite shafts with curvilinear fibers using the p-version of finite element method with trigonometric shape functions is presented in this analysis. In the absence of data on vibrations of spinning composite shafts with curvilinear fibers, the formulation is verified by comparisons with published data on spinning composite shafts reinforced by straight fibers.The results obtained agree with those available in the literature. Several examples were treated to determine the influence of the various geometrical and mechanical parameters of the spinning shafts on natural frequencies. This work use led to obtain at the following conclusions  Monotonous and uniform convergence is checked by increasing the number of the shape functions p. The convergence of the solutions is ensured by the element beam with two nodes. The results agree with the solutions found in the literature.  The gyroscopic effect causes a coupling of orthogonal displacements to the axis of rotation, and by consequence separates the frequencies in two branches, backward (B) and forward (F) precession modes. In all cases the forward modes increase with increasing rotating speed however the backward modes decrease. This effect has a significant influence on the behaviors of the spinning shafts.  The first natural frequencies of the thin-walled spinning composite shaft are approximately independent of the thickness ratio and mean diameter of the shaft.  The first bending natural-frequencies of the spinning composite shafts are influenced appreciably by changing the ply angle η (x) of curvilinear fibers, the stacking sequence, the length, the mean diameter, the materials, the rotating speed and the boundary conditions. 
NOMENCLATURE
U (x, y, z) Displacement in x direction.
V (x, y, z) Displacement in y direction.
W (x, y, z) Displacement in z direction.
 x
Rotation angles of the cross-section about the y axis. Cartesian coordinates. (x, r, θ) Cylindrical coordinates. Wall thickness of the shaft.
Rn
The nth layer inner radius of the composite shaft.
Rn+1
The nth layer outer radius of the composite shaft.
k Number of the layer of the composite shaft.
η(x)
Lamination angle of curvilinear fibers. [N]
Matrix of the shape functions.
f (ξ)
Shape functions. Masse matrix.
[K]
Stiffness matrix. [G] Gyroscopic matrix.
T0, T1
Angles of curvilinear fibers.  ( 
